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THE NEW WAY TO EXPLORE THE BRAIN FUNCTIONING



TECHNOLOGIES

Taking care of the BRAIN 

BRAIN 



Together for the BRAIN 

Clinicians

Researchers

Geneticists

Engineers

Physicists



The BRAIN: the most complex human system… 

…with still a lot of unexplored properties



To make the BRAIN understandable…a funny analogy

Cauliflower



BRAIN: 

Structure and Function



LOGIC vs EMOTION 



Corpus callosum: 

more than just a midline structure



SPLIT-Brain Syndrome

Dyslexia



The SCIENCE behind the human BRAIN is COMPLEX 

Anatomy

Complex Networking  

Computational power



Human BRAIN 

The human BRAIN has 100 billion Neurons, each of 

which is connnected to 10 thousant other neurons. 

Sitting on your shoulders the BRAIN is the most

complicated object in the known universe.

Michio Kaku

The most misterious machine 



COMPUTATIONAL capabilityCOGNITION capability

The BIOLOGICAL Machine

100 billion Neurons 1 trillion Web pages

The COMPUTATIONAL network of human BRAIN

Neuron Web page



One synapse, by itself, is more like a 

microprocessor—with both memory-storage and 

information-processing elements—than a mere 

on/off switch. In fact, one synapse may contain

on the order of 1,000 molecular-scale switches. 

Hypelink

SYNAPSIS

The COMPLEX computational network of human BRAIN



Human BRAIN has more connection than every computer 

on Earth combined

100 trillion links 300 trillion synapses



Matter of Connections

REASON
MEMORY

EMOTION



BRAIN WIRING diagram and CONNECTOME

DMRI (diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

to accurate map the BRAIN architecture and 

connections in HEATHY and DISEASE 

condition

(new insights for autism and schizofrenia) 

The physic circuitry of the average brain 

contains trillions of synapsis and this complex

network is known as CONNECTOME 



CLARITY: to visualize neurological wiring in nonliving brain  

https://cn.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=wUy2ne7t&id=6E70EF7EE8DB3EC4BED96139EADB29BA954089F0&thid=OIP.wUy2ne7trRrk8J81Z0FEiQHaFE&mediaurl=https://fbresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/iStock_000012365316Medium.jpg&exph=1480&expw=2164&q=mouse+model&simid=608026157949455135&selectedIndex=0




The big issue in Medicine is to 

objectively diagnose and treat

brain disorders

The big issue in Neuroscience

is to understand how pieces of 

the brain fit and work 

together…



Human BRAIN 

Why so much interest in Human Brain?  

SOCIETY
Animals EVOLUTION 

WORKING model
Experimentation

DISEASES
Knowledge

DATA

> 2 billions of patients



1:3 European citizen

The urgent NEED



NOT sufficient to make diagnosis

Looking INSIDE the BRAIN to DIAGNOSE mental diseases



Brain Imaging Technologies to look at STRUCTURE … 

MRI                                  CAT                                  PET                               SPECT

In structural imaging, machines take snapshots of the brain's large-scale anatomy and allow researchers to look 

inside the brain.  

…and FUNCTION

fMRI EEG
Functional imaging provides a dynamic view

of the brain, showing which areas are active

during thinking and perception.

The fMRI and EEG are very important tools

mostly used in diagnosis of different

neurological condition that affect the normal

functioning of the brain also without any

apparent structural alteration.



… to learn about BRAIN disorders

Brain cancer

Ischemic stroke

Atrophy of the Cerebellum

Arteriovenous malformation
Epilepsia



… to make a differencial diagnosis between BRAIN diseases

PD                                         PSP

PD                                  

PSP                                  



…and to make a diagnosis before the appearance of 

disease symptoms in RARE diseases



the Solution ? 

Is the DEEP LEARNING



DEEP LEARNING and its increasing popularity in medical images



Still little is known about the BRAIN

AUTISM
Early difective connectivity



Computer model of Human brain

To explore and better undestand human brain and its diseases and use this knowledge to build new computing technologies

SIMULATION OF HUMAN BRAIN 

in a SUPER COMPUTER
European reserachers

New approach to study the 

human brain



Looking for 
what is
missing

The BIG Challenge



Medical Science       

needs your help…. 

To achieve the goal of more 

appropriate diagnosis….  



BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACE (BCI)

Some scientists want to see

inside the brain more figuratively…

DECODING THOUGHTS

ALS

HD
PCI

Stroke
DOC

PD
Paraplegia

BCI systems are designed to acquire electrical signals from the 

BRAIN and process them into commands for effector devices to perform

the patient’s desired action.



The functions of a BCI is broken down into three categories: signal

acquisition, signal processing, and the function of the effector

device. The strenght of this technology is that a signal coming from 

one single neuron may be converted in a complete action.



BCIs can now even allow humans
with paraplegia (paralysis of all four
limbs) to control a robotic arm
through thought alone, or allow
users to spell out words on a 
computer screen using just their
mind.

BCI and its success to provide patient-controlled compensation

for the loss of muscle movement and communication

At-home devices have huge

implications to reduce costs

for hospitals and insurance

companies, and — if the 

technology is up to par —

results in a more natural set 

of data for the patient.



The REVOLUTION in the diagnosis of 

RARE DISEASES

More than

300 million
people worldwide

are affected by RARE DISEASE



Rare Diseases

Facial hallmark and    

dysmorphic feature

Genetics Facial signatures of some rare diseases
can be subtle and difficult to diagnose, 
even for a trained professional



Most of patients with rare diseases often suffer a signficant delay in diagnosis. 

Many diseases are so rare that a general physician is unlikely to see a single case in 

his career.

The symptoms of rare diseases are often atypical and can point in many different

directions. As a result, the correct diagnosis is often delayed for several years.



The latest medical technology that leverages the 
power of big data to make better diagnoses and 
more accurate predictions.

Deep learning-based new technology that can help 
clinicians and geneticists to diagnose rare disease 
based on patient facial phenotypes

The technology converts a patient photo into de-
identified mathematical facial descriptors (facial 
descriptors)



Snapping a quick photo of the child’s face within a matter of seconds, the app generated a list 

of potential diagnoses. 

Face2Gene’s system uses a machine-learning algorithm. It learns from every new face it

scans. The more data it acquires through its use, the more accurate should be the 

diagnoses.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwi7tfroqPfhAhVCCewKHf_eDwYQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://face2gene.wordpress.com/&psig=AOvVaw3g_3VPApiFOd4BP2jQ4gT_&ust=1556695396583208
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://is5-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple118/v4/ae/b9/41/aeb94126-e798-e0c7-efbc-b68a747c824d/AppIcon-2-1x_U007emarketing-85-220-0-8.png/1200x630wa.png&imgrefurl=https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/face2gene/id533737939?mt=8&docid=WNN8r2xzX1wWUM&tbnid=dZnj7oUuaAt6UM:&vet=10ahUKEwjg0Z2ypPfhAhUCL1AKHV2zAYUQMwhlKBcwFw..i&w=1200&h=630&client=firefox-b-ab&bih=667&biw=1296&q=face2gene&ved=0ahUKEwjg0Z2ypPfhAhUCL1AKHV2zAYUQMwhlKBcwFw&iact=mrc&uact=8


RARE DISEASES do not

have cure

https://www.google.it/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwix457RxsLUAhWDDBoKHeJ0BIYQjRwIBw&url=http://envir-international.nl/producten/supplementen-groothandel/maaltijdvervanger/&psig=AFQjCNEuuFPixqNbPEb8IB_81o5LNfUx0A&ust=1497708861806412


A Startup Using Artificial Intelligence To Find Cures For 

some Rare Diseases

“Our mission was to apply our technology and approach to identify and validate already 
approved drugs that may treat some of the most severe symptoms of the disease“



Human Brain is waiting for you
to give us all the best it kept
hidden up to now….

Take home message…



Thank You For The Attention
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